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CHIACHIO & GIANNONE
Buenos Aires, 2003
Artistic duo Chiachio & Giannone is comprised by Leo Chiachio (Buenos Aires, 1969) and Daniel Giannone
(Córdoba, Argentina, 1964), a couple both in art as in life, living and working together in Buenos Aires since
2003. Both of them have academic studies in painting, whereas they’ve decided to use textile art as the language
to tell their story, embroidering as if they painted with needles and thread.
Their recent work consists of pieces made of domestic materials rescued from friends’ homes as well as their
own, telling or bearing the recent story of their places of origin. Along with their exhibitions around the world,
Chiachio & Giannone work with local communities in the creation of collaborative pieces that celebrate diversity,
blurring gender lines and questioning the way identities, especially LGBTQ+, have been presented by history.
Their project Celebrating Diversity was presented by the Museum of Latin American Art in Los Angeles (California)
in 2019, and at the LA Art Show (Venice, CA) last February. Their exhibition Genio Doméstico, presented
by Isabel Croxatto Galería as part of the latest edition of Gallery Weekend Santiago from October through
December 2019, was the couple’s first show in Chile. Leo and Daniel recently finished their participation in an
artist-in.residence programme at Lux Institute in San Diego, California, running from January through March
2020.
Chiachio & Giannone live and work in Buenos Aires.
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Curatorial Text | Cynthia Francica
DOMESTIC GENIUS

Based on the act of embroidery, Chiachio & Giannone’s Domestic Genius exhibition – the first solo exhibition
by the Argentinian couple in Chile – re-imagines the intimacy of the home as a force in perpetual expansion.
The duo formed by Leo Chiachio and Daniel Giannone has been working with textiles since 2003, constantly
looking into intimate spaces, dissident family imaginaries and queer affections. Throughout the years, these
artists have done several self-portraits in distant cultures, spaces and times, together with their dog Piolín.
Evoking Henri Rousseau’s landscapes and colours, and the textile work of the gay artist Feliciano Centurión,
among others, Chiachio & Giannone transform the embroidery technique with their baroque queer sensitivity.
In Domestic Genius, a series of recycled or low-cost everyday materials, such as curtains, pillows, cushion covers,
sheets and blankets, make up their work. As part of their research on how to re-imagine and expand domestic
boundaries, the artists reuse materials bequeathed by friends and family in a home recycling act equivalent to
the garments passed on from body to body, acquiring new forms on the growing bodies of brothers and sisters,
close and distant cousins. And it’s precisely on these reused materials, full of marks and stories, that the work of
Chiachio & Giannone begins to silently trace the bonds and affective networks of sociability and belonging based
on domestic knowledge. The venue for the exhibition, a former house transformed into an art gallery, constitutes
an ideal space for this inquiry.
In Roman mythology, genius loci was the protective spirit of a place, specifically in the form of a snake. The notion
of ‘domestic genius’ can be associated with the lars or deities that take care of the home and the family inhabiting
it. At the same time, the idea of genius evokes a gift or ‘know-how’ identified with domestic chores that, while
proposing an ironic turn to the traditional notion of ‘artistic genius’, implies a specific type of knowledge for
certain temporality and a relational mode; a practice that is also a way of life and a way of understanding art
in close connection to the everyday experience. The aesthetic and affective thrust in the work of Chiachio &
Giannone appears to be condensed in these figures. Retaking the image of the genius loci, like snakes shedding
their skin, the artists rehearse the staging of identity as a practice of fluidity and becoming based on a constant
transmutation: from a couple of indigenous people in Los Herederos to absent pigeons in Paz (Tributo a Violeta
Parra), Chiachio & Giannone explore cultural distances and playfully outline other possible ties and lineages.
Thus, the search for identity seems to arise here in terms of a desire for community and an affectivity in perpetual
expansion based on an intimate and domestic space.
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By extending affectivity and a caring attitude embodied in the figure of the domestic genius on their dog Piolín,
in pieces that refer to gay culture and iconography such as Bomberos, Enlazados and HeArt Breakers, Chiachio &
Giannone’s work expands the borders of queer intimacy, trying out other possible modes of sociability, filiation
and kinship. The artists portray a universe in which, in the words of feminist critic Donna Haraway, queer
extended families are glimpsed at, positioning themselves beyond normative models, while also taking shape
in the interaction between humans and animals. In other words, the range of the artists’ affective history is
extended here, considering interspecies relational modes, reminding us that “we are not human alone but with
many others” and that “species of all kinds are constituted by encounters” (The Companion Species Manifesto:
Dogs, People, and Significant Otherness, 2003). In the current context of radical questioning of the ‘human’
category and its semiotic, ethical and ontological limits in the field of the Humanities, the question about the
living seems to emerge with unusual force in a series of Latin American artistic works amongst which we find
Chiachio & Giannone. The urgency of outlining a territory of inquiry beyond the human condition in order
to think about gender and sexuality issues makes sense in the context of a renewed attention to the ways in
which “the human standard […] works by transposing a particular way of being human in a generalized model,
which is categorically and qualitatively different from others that are sexualized, racialized and naturalized” (Rosi
Braidotti, The Posthuman, 2015).
In Domestic Genius, Chiachio & Giannone go even one step further. Insistently displaying pairs of animals that
include deer, pandas, birds, elephants, cats and pumas in works such as Picos gemelos (a re-interpretation of
upholstery techniques based on embroidery) and Pared Bordada (a kind of bestiary or Noah’s Ark in a domestic
code, articulated in repeating patterns and formal variations), this exhibition looks into forms of affectivity and
non-human sexuality while playfully suggesting the possibility of transmutation of the artist’s own couple into
pairs of animals, expanding and problematizing the self-portraiture that is in constant display in their work.
Evoking the idea of ‘inhabiting the skin of others’, as well as the alchemy and magic behind the figure of another
of the genius’s iterations, the ‘lamp genie’, the transformation emerges in Chiachio & Giannone’s production as
an argument upon which to reconfigure the relationship between sexed bodies, the feminine and the masculine,
the human and the animal. In this line, following the track of common affiliations between living beings and
investigating the evolution of form, El Refugio presents a series of animals and vegetables whose contours are
blurry at first sight: it is necessary to sharpen our gaze in order to detect the ways in which owls, birds, flowers,
leaves and indeterminate life forms merge with and from the textile.
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Thus, the materiality of the textile emerges in Chiachio & Giannone’s work as a particularly fertile space for
reflection on the body and the living. Embroidery, a genre often marginalized in the field of art history as a
ritual of domestic reproduction and traditional practice of female seclusion and subordination, is rethought
here in response to a powerful genealogy of women artists who have worked and re-imagined the potentialities
of this medium. If embroidery is tautological by definition, in the sense that it intervenes a fabric’s surface with
thread, in Chiachio & Giannone’s work it is presented as the propitious means to work the idea of surface both
materially and conceptually. As a technique that collapses the thread’s medium and material at a bodily level,
embroidery always involves working with the texture dimension.
Thus, the analogy between embroidery and skin has a strong presence in the work carried out by these artists,
manifested both in the metaphor of ‘inhabiting the skin of others’ upon which they conceive their pieces, as
well as in their attention to dress, makeup, tattoos and shedding. As the art critic Cuauhtémoc Medina points
out, embroidery, with its particular capacity for expressing material and bodily fragility, constitutes a scar-like
gesture of weave over weave: “Sewing, suturing, darning and patchwork is - of course - the repairing of our
second cultural skin” (“Hilos de contingencia”, in El hilo de la vida, 2016). Here we can detect, in Chiachio
& Giannone’s unfolding of the embroidery technique and their constant work around surfaces, an impulse to
rebuild and repair both symbolic and contingent ties and networks, as well as a gesture of recovery of memory
and shared social and political life. This materialises, for example, in Paz (Tributo a Violeta Parra), a work that,
based on an intervened and then restored hessian embroidery, condenses both the tradition of Chilean hessian
embroidery and the importance of this artist for the Latin American context.
In this way, Chiachio & Giannone’s primary queer family is projected towards the world of art and culture,
tracing lineages and aesthetic communities that have had an impact on their work. Women artists and, in
particular, those who after working with painting focused on textiles, are protagonists of this extended family and
the affective constellations drawn in this exhibition which, in works such as Cortinas Homenaje, Picos Gemelos
and Pared Bordada, recovers the powerful figures of the German artist Gunta Stölzl, director of the Bauhaus
textile workshop; the Argentinian artist Lidy Prati and the Peruvian Elena Izcue, among others.
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This expansion is due, according to Chiachio & Giannone, to an impulse to build their ‘artist DNA’, articulating
a family tree that has, for example, Sonia Delaunay as their grandmother. The primary family expands, thus,
fuelled by the queer gesture of re-organizing communities based less “on origin, affiliation and genetics but rather
on destiny, affiliation and the assumption of shared social practices” (David Eng, The Feeling of Kinship: Queer
Liberalism and the Racialization of Intimacy, 2010), forming an affective constellation outlining an aesthetic and
symbolic lineage.
What interpretations are provided by this affinity and affective kinship practice in order to think about the work
of these Argentinian artists, and the networks to which they belong? For now, we can suggest that, for Chiachio &
Giannone, exhibiting in a space implies creating bridges through art. The practice of embroidery, characterized by
its accessibility, popularity, extended temporality and its close relationship with the domestic and with feminine
social codes, emerges as a generative force for the construction of networks. Because embroidering is rehearsing
a common language, a domestic language that here is reconsidered as a space that can also be masculine. And
because embroidering is, for Chiachio & Giannone, delineating a brotherhood, an artistic sorority, a genealogical
tree that, nourished by the senses of shared life, acquires the form of a weave rather than a tree. A weave where,
following Haraway, “it is impossible to distinguish with certainty above from below, and everything seems to
grow sideways”, a weft in which the multidirectional flow of bodies, materials and everyday affections reveals the
ever moving image of aesthetic, vital and affective networks.
Cynthia Francica
October 2019

Cynthia Francica (Buenos Aires, 1977) is a Doctor of Philosophy in Comparative Literature by the University
of Texas at Austin, USA. Her main areas of research include feminism and gender studies, queer studies, affects
theory, and new materialisms in contemporary visual arts and literature.
During her career, she has been a fellow of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, Social Science Research Council
and the Fulbright Association, and has published on Latin American art, performance and literature in various
media, including the Journal of Latin American Cultural Studies (JLACS), Alter/nativas: Latin American Cultural
Studies Journal, Advanced Studies (USACH) and Philological Studies.
Cynthia Francica is currently Director of the Master in Comparative Literature and researcher at the Center for
American Studies (CEA) at Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez in Santiago.
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Chiachio & Giannone | Los Visuales | Buenos Aires, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jX8wNFQoZBw
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Chiachio & Giannone. El Regalo, 2015.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads, rayon and jewel effect on Alexander Henry fabric | 125 x 210 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Bomberos, 2012.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads, rayon and jewel effect on Alexander Henry fabric | 142 x 104 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. HeArt Breakers, 2015.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads, rayon and jewel effect on Alexander Henry fabric | 133 x 173 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Enlazados, 2012.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads, rayon and jewel effect on Alexander Henry fabric | 138 x 104 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Paz (Tributo a Violeta Parra), 2016.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads on Hessian fabric | 160 x 160 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Picos Gemelos, 2016-2017.
Hand embroidery with cotton and metallic threads, pompom applications on blanket | 215 x 160 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Los Herederos, 2008.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads on chitao fabric, 2 pieces | 65 x 130 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Pared Bordada, 2016-∞.
Installation. Hand embroidery with cotton threads on cushion covers, napkins, and table runners | Variable dimensions | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Pared Bordada 1, 2018.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads on cushion cover | 36 x 80 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Pared Bordada 6, 2018.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads on cushion cover | 23 x 22 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Pared Bordada 11, 2017.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads on cushion cover | 45.5 x 46.5 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Pared Bordada I4, 2018.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads on napkin | 60 x 56.5 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Pared Bordada 20, 2017.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads on cushion covers | 177 x 46 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #1, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 260 x 200 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #2, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 200 x 110 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #3, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 120 x 80 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #4, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 130 x 110 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #5, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 160 x 120 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #6, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 160 x 120 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #7, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 210 x 110 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #8, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 220 x 120 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #9, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 220 x 110 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Cortina #10, 2017.
Sublimation print on voile curtain | 210 x 160 cm | UNIQUE | Private Collection

Chiachio & Giannone. Días de la Semana, 2007.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads on found vintage dishcloths, 7 pieces | 55 x 49 cm each | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. El Refugio 2, 2018.
Hand embroidery with cotton threads on fabric | 210 x 110 cm | UNIQUE

Chiachio & Giannone. Sebastianos, 2016.
Lithography on handkerchief | 39 x 9 cm | Limited Edition 7/10

Chiachio & Giannone. Angumois & Normandie, 2016.
Lithography on handkerchief | 46 x 46 cm | Limited Edition 7/10
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Selections Magazine. Dubai, UAE | September 2019

Selections Magazine. Dubai, UAE | September 2019

Artishock. Santiago, Chile | October 2019

Arte Al Límite. Santiago, Chile | October 2019

Arte Al Límite. Santiago, Chile | October 2019

CulturizARTE. Santiago, Chile | October 2019

Arte Informado. Madrid, Spain | November 2019

Artishock. Santiago, Chile | November 2019

El Mostrador. Santiago, Chile | November 2019

CulturizARTE. Santiago, Chile | November 2019

Biobio. Santiago, Chile | November 2019

Salón Nacional de Artes Visuales. Buenos Aires, Argentina | November 2019

Arte Al Límite. Santiago, Chile | January 2020

ED Magazine. Santiago, Chile | January 2020

Lux Art Institute. San Diego, CA, USA | January 2020

San Diego Union Tribune. San Diego, CA, USA | February 2020

Artillery. Los Angeles, CA, USA | February 2020

The Advocate. Los Angeles, CA, USA | February 2020

El Economista. Madrid, Spain | March 2020

Écfrasis Proyectos. Santiago, Chile | March 2020
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CHIACHIO & GIANNONE
Leo Chiachio | Born in Buenos Aires, 1969
Daniel Giannone | Born in Córdoba, Argentina, 1964
Living and working together in Buenos Aires since 2003.

EDUCATION
Leo Chiachio:

Prilidiano Pueyrreidón National School of Fine Arts, Buenos Aires.

		

Ernesto de La Cárcova Superior School of Fine Arts, Buenos Aires.

Daniel Giannone:

Studies with professors Sergio Bazán, Teresa Lascano, and Graciela Canero.

SOLO SHOWS
2020 		

Chiachio & Giannone. Lux Art Institute. Encinitas, CA. USA.

2019 		

Genio Doméstico. Isabel Croxatto Galería. Santiago. Chile.

		

Celebrating Diversity. MOLAA. Museum of Latin American Art. Los Angeles, CA. USA.

2018 		

Comrades in Shanghai. Swatch Art Peace Hotel. Shanghai. People’s Republic of China.

		

Familia a seis colores. Centro Cultural Kirchner. Buenos Aires. Argentina

		

Camp de entrecasa. Museo Provincial de Bellas Artes Emilio Caraa. Córdoba. Argentina.

2017 		

Arqueología suave. Ruth Benzacar Art Gallery. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

		

Inventar el mundo. Museo Municipal de Arte Dr. Urbano Poggi. Rafaella. Santa Fe. Argentina.

2016 		

Spécialité : ouvrages des garçons. School Gallery Paris. Paris. France.

		

Chiachio & Giannone: Guardianes de lo sagrado. Museo de Arte Contemporáneo. Santa Fe. Argentina.

		

Monobordado. Pasaje 17 Contemporary Art. Art Gallery of Apoc y Ospoce. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

2015 		

Entre la luna y el sol. MUBA – Museo Provincial de Bellas Artes Rene Brusau. Resistencia. Chaco. Argentina.

		

Entre la luna y el sol. Museo Provincial de Bellas Artes Dr. Juan R. Vidal. Corrientes. Argentina.

2013 		

Chiachio & Giannone. Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Bahía Blanca. Buenos Aires Province. Argentina.

2012 		

Bordatón. Embroidery and porcelain. Ruth Benzacar Art Gallery. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

2011 		

Chiachio & Giannone. Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Salta. Argentina.

		

Chiachio & Giannone. Artis Galería de Arte Contemporáneo. Córdoba. Argentina.

		

Eden Re-imagined: Leo Chiachio & Daniel Giannone. San José Museum of Quilts and Textiles. San José, CA. USA.

2010 		

Divino. Museo Provincial de Bellas Artes Emilio Caraa. Córdoba. Argentina.
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2009 		

Léo Chiachio et Daniel Giannone. School Gallery Paris. Paris, France.

		

Sagrada Familia. CCE / G – Spain Cultural Center. Guatemala.

		

Rohayhu. Embroidery, porcelain and paintings. Ruth Benzacar Art Gallery. Buenos Aires Argentina.

2008 		

Piolin’s World. Embroidery and objects. To b. Art Gallery. Saint Barthélemy, France.

2007 		

Desborde de Alegría. Embroideries, drawings and objects. Centro Cultural Recoleta. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

2006 		

Shudô. Embroideries, drawings and objects. MACRO. Museum of Contemporary Art of Rosario. Argentina.

2004 		

Duetto. Embroidery and drawing. Sonoridad Amarilla Art Gallery. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

FAIRS
2020 		

LA Art Show. Venice, Los Angeles. USA.

2019 		

Art Basel. Ruth Benzacar Galería de Arte. Miami. USA

		

Contemporary Istanbul. Isabel Croxatto Galería. Istanbul, Turkey

2018 		

Art Basel. Ruth Benzacar Galería de Arte. Miami. USA.

		

Art Miami. Bernice Steinbaum Art Gallery. Miami. USA

		

ArteBA. Ruth Benzacar Galería de Arte. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

		

Art Lima. Yael Rosenblut Gallery. Lima. Perú.

2016 		

YIA Art Fair. School Gallery. Paris, France

		

ArteBA. Ruth Benzacar Galería de Arte. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

2015 		

Art Paris. School Gallery Paris. Paris. France.

		

ArteBA. Ruth Benzacar Galería de Arte. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

2014 		

ArtBO. Ruth Benzacar Galería de Arte. Bogotá. Colombia.

2013 		

Pinta New York. Yael Rosenblut Gallery. New York. USA.

		

Pinta London. Artis Arte Contemporáneo. London. United Kingdom.

2012 		

Art Basel Miami. Ruth Benzacar Galería de Arte. Miami. USA.

		

Swab. Artis Arte Contemporáneo. Barcelona. Spain.

		

Spring Pop Up. School Gallery Paris. Bruxelles. Belgium.

2011 		

ArteBA. Ruth Benzacar Galería de Arte. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

2010 		

Chic Art Fair. Cité de la mode et du design. School Gallery Paris. France.

		

ArteBA. Ruth Benzacar Art Gallery. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

		

Zona MACO – México Arte Contemporáneo. Mexico City. Mexico.

		

ART.METZ Foire d´Art de la Grande Région. Metz. France.

2009 		

Show O de la FIAC. School Gallery Paris. Paris. France.

2008 		

ARCOmadrid. Ruth Benzacar Art Gallery. Madrid. Spain.

2006 		

ArteBA. Belleza y Felicidad Art Gallery. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

2005 		

ArteBA. Sonoridad Amarilla Art Gallery. Buenos Aires. Argentina.

2004 		

ArteBA. Sonoridad Amarilla Art Gallery. Buenos Aires. Argentina.
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SELECTED AWARDS
2019		

Presidency of the Nation Acquisition Prize. 108th National Salon of Visual Arts, Ministry of Culture.

		

Government of Argentina. Buenos Aires, Argentina.

2017 		

“Loewe Craft Prize”. Loewe Foundation. Finalist. Madrid, Spain.

2013 		

“Les nouvelles verdures d´Aubusson” Appel à création 2013. Prize awarded by Cité International de la Tapisserie et

		

de l´art tissé. Second Prize Aubusson tapisserie. France.

2012 		

Konex de Platino.“Premio KONEX – Artes Visuales”.Textile Art. Prize awarded by Konex Foundation.

		

Honor Mention “Salón Nacional de Pintura”. Prize awarded by Argentina National Bank Foundation.

		

Merit Diploma. “Premio KONEX – Artes Visuales”.Textile Art.

2008 		

First Prize Award “Premio 10 años Bola de Nieve”. Prize awarded by the Foundation Start, and Espacio Fundacion 		

		Telefonica MacStation.
2007 		

First Prize “Platt Award 2007”. Award presented by the Platt Printer Group. Buenos Aires Argentina.

2006 		

First prize «LX National Salon of Rosario» Award presented by the Museum Castagnino. Rosario. Argentina.

2005 		

Mention «LIX National Salon of Rosario» Museo Castagnino. Rosario. Argentina

RESIDENCIES
2020 		

Lux Art Institute. Encinitas, CA. USA.

2018 		

“Swatch Art Peace Hotel“. S.A.P.H. Shanghai. People’s Republic of China.

2016 		

“Weltkunszimmer – Villa Panadería Dorada”. Kunstpunkte 2016. Curator: Carl-Friedrich Schröer. Düsseldorf – 		

		Germany.
2014 		

“New Territories: Laboratories for Design, Craft and Art in Latin America”. Curator: Lowery Stokes Sims. Museum of

		

Arts and Design MAD NY. USA.

2011 		

“Encuentro de lugares – ZONA FRANCA: ¿Separados al nacer? Investigaction based on standing loom in the town of

		

San Jacinto. Curator: Esteban Álvarez. 42 Salón Nacional de Artistas. Cartagena de Indias. Colombia.

2010 		

“Proyecto Ekeko”. Artists residency program in industries of the Conteporary Art Museum of Rosario, MACRO. 		

		

Project done in Verbano – Faiart Argentina S.A. Zona Rural. Capitán Bermúdez. Pcia de Santa Fe. Argentina.

2008 		

“LIPAC – Laboratorio de investigación y prácticas de arte contemporáneo” – C.C. Ricardo Rojas. Buenos Aires. 		

		Argentina

ISABEL CROXATTO GALERÍA
Art from the South of the World

Isabel Croxatto Galería is an international contemporary art platform based in Santiago, Chile, founded in 2012
as a space focused in emerging and established artists with national and international recognition, promoting and
opening new markets for contemporary art from the south of the world.
Its labour is centred in supporting and boosting the career of artists through the international circulation of
their artworks, solo and group exhibitions, participation in fairs, biennials, and collaborations with curators and
private and public platforms locally and abroad, creating new audiences and encouraging new ways of collecting,
Together with its annual programme of solo exhibitions, Isabel Croxatto Galería develops its new series of group
shows, El Mundo Al Instante [The World in an Instant], which, upon open calls and collaborative curatorship,
builds a visual dialogue on Chilean and world current affairs. In addition, the gallery constantly takes part of
renowned international contemporary art fairs, such as Art Central (Hong Kong) and Contemporary Istanbul
(Turkey).
The work of the artists gathered in Isabel Croxatto Galería’s curatorial project revolves around contemporary
issues of “the human”, from intimate and social bodies, from memory and archive, from the analogue and the
digital. Inspired by figurative art, each one of them, through their own different media, aesthetically proposes
unique and disturbing questions and solutions that invite us to reflect on the times we live in.
Awarded with the Best Exhibition Prize | Gallery Weekend Santiago 2018
Isabel Croxatto Galería is a member of AGAC, Association of Contemporary Art Galleries of Chile, and is
sponsored by SISMICA, sector brand for Chilean visual arts, and ProChile, agency of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Government of Chile for the promotion of Chilean industries abroad.

